“British Freedom” and Jewish Terror
a Heritage and Destiny investigation
On 11th January 2011 Stephen Yaxley-Lennon (alias Tommy Robinson), leader of the
English Defence League (EDL), spoke by video link at a rally of the Jewish Defense
League (JDL) in Toronto, Canada.1 His hosts issued a statement backing Robinsons
group:
“The EDL needs international support to help it support the values of freedom that Britain
was once famous for. Now is the time to step forward and stop Political Islam. The British
establishment is following the appeasement policies of Neville Chamberlain. We must
revive the Winston Churchill policy of direct confrontation.”2

Paul Weston (right) with Canadian JDL leader Meir Weinstein in Toronto, February 2012

Just over a year later former UKIP parliamentary candidate Paul Weston, leader of the
EDLs new political wing the British Freedom Party, travelled to Canada to address a JDL
meeting – again in Toronto – introduced by the JDLs Canadian leader Meir Weinstein.
Strangely Mr Weston had no difficulty entering Canada to speak at this extremist meeting.
In March 2009 however Mr Weinstein and the JDL successfully lobbied the Canadian
government to ban George Galloway MP from entering the country because of his
supposed support for Islamic militancy.3
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So exactly what sort of double standards are being employed, both by the Canadian
government and (more disturbingly) by Mr Weston and the British Freedom Party? What
is the Jewish Defense League, and what do its leaders mean in practice by the “policy of
direct confrontation”?
Westons host Meir Weinstein (alias Meir Halevi) founded the JDLs Canadian branch in
1979 and has led it ever since. One of his earliest boasts as JDL leader was that “we
have guns ... and we're learning how to use them.”4 Ironically – given that the EDL and
BFP like to preach about the desirability of immigrant groups “assimilating” – one of the
founding principles of the JDL was to campaign against the assimilation of Jews into
Gentile society. JDL pickets used to chant at rival Jewish groups: “Down with
assimilation”.5

A paramilitary-style JDL march in 1970

Caring little for ideological consistency, Weinstein has been in the forefront of thuggish
“anti-racism” against anti-immigration campaigners such as Paul Fromm, who was
assaulted by a JDL gang in April 2007.6
But his organisation has been implicated in far worse than EDL-style street fights.
Weinstein was caught by Canadian police in May 1995 while trying to break into the
Toronto home of Ernst Zündel, a German-American artist and publisher who had attracted
Jewish hostility for promoting unorthodox historical research on the alleged Holocaust of
six million European Jews during the Second World War.7 Coincidentally or not, Zundels
home was gutted by an arson attack that same month, and a series of letter bombs were
posted to various nationalists across Canada and the USA.8
Weinstein was accompanied in this attempted break-in by Irv Rubin, the leader of the JDL
in the USA, who eventually committed suicide after being caught red-handed in a bomb
plot. (see below)
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The JDL was formed in 1968 by Rabbi Meir Kahane, publisher of a Brooklyn-based weekly
newspaper, The Jewish Press, and it quickly earned a reputation as an extremist vigilante
organisation, condemned even by many fellow Jews. As early as May 1969 Rabbi
Maurice Eisendrath, president of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations which
represented all of the Reform Jewish congregations in the Western Hemisphere,
compared the JDL to the Ku Klux Klan, saying their members were “no different from
whites carrying robes and hoods, standing in front of burning crosses.” 9

Dr William Perl, veteran organiser for the Jewish terrorist
group Irgun and head of the JDLs Washington, DC, chapter.

Some of the earliest JDL attacks were against Communists or others with business links to
the Soviet Union, including a 1970 raid on a Communist newspaper in New York by a JDL
gang armed with lead pipes.10 Later that year two JDL activists, Avraham and Nancy
Hershkovitz, were arrested while preparing to board a flight from New York to London,
armed with four revolvers and a live grenade, and carrying fake passports. The JDL
terrorists were accused of planning to hijack the United Arab Airlines plane. Hershkowitz
had previously led an attack on the offices of the Soviet travel agency Intourist.11
But it was soon obvious that JDL violence would target anyone opposed to their ultraextremist form of Zionism. The founder of the Washington, DC, branch of the JDL in 1971
was Dr William Perl, a veteran of the anti-British terrorist group Irgun, who also served as
a lieutenant colonel in U.S. Army intelligence and acted as an adviser to the prosecution at
the Nuremberg war crimes trials.12
FBI investigations revealed that Dr Perls connections in Israel were helping turn the JDL
into a hardened terrorist organisation. An agent of the New York Police Department
discovered that submachine guns were being imported from Israel and JDL members were
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being trained in bomb making with advanced timing devices.13 In September 1972 Dr
Perls old Irgun colleague Amichai Paglin conspired with JDL leader Kahane and two other
JDL members to smuggle weapons into Rome and attack the Libyan Embassy. They
planned to murder the embassy staff, but were arrested when the plot was discovered,
amid claims that the JDL leader was acting as a state agent provocateur. Charges of
being a state agent dogged Rabbi Kahane for the rest of his life.14
Paglin had been the Irguns chief operations officer during its brutal war against the British
and had been one of the gang who bombed the King David Hotel, killing 91 people, and
murdered two young British sergeants, hanging their booby-trapped bodies in a eucalyptus
grove near Netanya, Palestine.15
With such infamous associates it should come as no surprise that the JDL was happy to
make a deal with one of the leaders of the American mafia. On 12th May 1971 the JDL
offices were raided and several leading members were charged with bomb and firearms
offences. The following day their $50,000 bail was paid by leading gangster Joe Colombo.

New York mafia boss Joe Colombo (right) with JDL leader
Rabbi Meir Kahane outside a court in Brooklyn, New York,
in May 1971, after Colombo paid Kahanes bail in a firearms case.
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The mobster – head of one of the famous “Five Families” in the New York Mafia – told the
press: “Rabbi Kahane is a man of God, and his cause is just. If they need our support, we
will give it.”16 Colombo and Kahane later became close friends, but the mafioso did not
survive long enough to give much help to the rabbi. Six weeks after the bail hearing,
Colombo was shot and paralysed, sparking a bloody mafia war. Rabbi Kahane was one of
the few allowed to meet the stricken godfather.17

JDL ally Joe Colombo was a notorious Mafia godfather

The New York Times wrote of the Colombo-Kahane alliance:
“In his worry about his own future, it seems not to bother Rabbi Kahane that by making
such an unsavory alliance he has only provided additional reason for public revulsion
against his already discredited organization of strong-arm extremists.”18
Surprisingly however, Kahane and his followers were again treated leniently by the courts.
He received only a suspended sentence after agreeing a plea bargain on the weapons
and bomb charges, but in May 1972 four more JDL activists were caught red-handed in
New York assembling a bomb.19 In September that year five more – including California
JDL leader Irv Rubin – were arrested in Hollywood after bombing an Arabs house.
Charges against Rubin earlier that year had been dropped after he was accused of
shooting at Joe Tommasi, a leading Californian official of the American Nazi Party.20
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The JDL has hit the headlines for terrorism many times over the last four decades

Meanwhile JDL members were convicted in Israel for an arson attack on a Christian
mission – the International Centre for Holy Scriptures – on the Mount of Olives. The
Jewish arsonists received derisory sentences for the arson, ranging from suspended
sentences to four months in prison.21
In November 1974 JDL spokesman Russell Kelner threatened to assassinate PLO leader
Yasser Arafat during his visit to the United Nations, saying that Arafat “would not get out of
this city alive.”22
During the mid-1970s Rabbi Kahane shifted his main base of operations to Israel, where
he founded the violent and ultra-militant Kach party, eventually winning election to the
Israeli parliament, the Knesset, in 1984. Kach member Baruch Goldstein massacred 29
Muslim worshippers in the West Bank city of Hebron during the Jewish festival of Purim in
1994.23
Kahane himself was shot dead after addressing a meeting at a Manhattan hotel in
November 1990. His killer is still serving a life sentence at a maximum security prison in
Terre Haute, Indiana.24
An internal FBI memo in 1987 complained that Israeli officials were failing to co-operate
with investigations of JDL terrorists who had emigrated to West Bank settlements after
carrying out bombings:
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“The Terrorism Section has had numerous meetings with [Israeli] representatives in
Washington, DC, during which our concerns relative to their handling of our requests were
raised. Although these discussions have sometimes resulted in a temporary flurry of
activity on their part, no sustained improvement in the flow of information has been
realized.”25
The bombings in question included the murder of 61-year-old Tsherim Soobzokov outside
his home in Paterson, New Jersey, in August 1985, and an attack on the home of former
Latvian police officer Elmars Sprogis, in Brentwood, New York, in September 1985, when
70-year-old Sprogis was injured and a passer-by had his legs blown off.26 FBI files
documented at least seventeen terrorist acts committed by the JDL, between 1981 and
1986 alone.

Ex-JDL convict Steve Rambam, who is now seeking to
track down British veterans of Palestine, 1945-48

After Kahanee emigration, the JDL was taken over by California leader Irv Rubin. In June
1976 JDL members including 17 year old Steve Rombom were arrested in possession of
explosives, on the New Jersey / New York border.27 Rombom (later known as Steve
Rambam) has now been involved with militant Jewish activities for more than thirty years,
though he later split from the JDL. Since 2009 he has been investgating British exservicemen whom he blames for the death of a young Jewish terrorist, Alexander
Rubowitz, in 1947.28 One hopes that there are no circumstances in which Paul Weston
and the British Freedom Party would assist a Jewish terrorist revenge mission against
British ex-servicemen!
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A JDL gang preparing to oppose a National Socialist Party of America march in Illinois, July 1977

In March 1978 JDL militancy took yet a further sinister turn when Irv Rubin called a press
conference in Los Angeles and offered a reward for the killing of American national
socialists:
“We are offering $500, that I have in my hand, to any member of the community, be he
Gentile or Jewish, who kills, maims or seriously injures a member of the American Nazi
Party.
“This offer is being made on the East Coast, on the West Coast. And if they bring us the
ears, well make it a thousand dollars. The fact of the matter is that were deadly serious.
This is not said in jest. We are deadly serious.”29

13 year old Dina Mizrahi aiming a .38 revolver
during a JDL weapons training camp in 1980

Rubins statement led to a prosecution for solicitation to murder, and a legal dispute as to
whether he was protected by the free speech clauses of the U.S. Constitution – and
unbelievably he was acquitted in 1981, even though his comments were on tape!30
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By then, however, JDL members had committed perhaps the most heinous crime in the
organisations history.
In July 1980 a bomb killed secretary and mother of two Patricia Wilkerson at a computer
firm in Manhattan Beach.31 The bomb had been in a package which Mrs Wilkerson
opened, addressed to her boss Brenda Adams. Eight years later three JDL activists were
indicted for the murder: Rochelle and Robert Manning, who had emigrated in 1973 to
Kiryat Arba, a militant Jewish settlement on the Israeli-occupied West Bank, and real
estate broker William Ross, a millionaire JDL supporter whose business dispute with Mrs
Adams was the motive for the bombing.32 Ross had changed his name from Rothstein in
1946.
Mr Mannings fingerprints were found on the bomb package, while his wifes prints were on
a letter that had accompanied the bomb. She was arrested at Los Angeles airport after
stepping off a flight from Tel Aviv in June 1988,33 while her husband remained a fugitive in
Israel. Ross, who had been involved in a lawsuit with Mrs Adams for more than three
years before the bombing, was indicted a few weeks later.34

The jury at the first trial in late 1988 and early 1989 was unable to reach a verdict, and Mrs
Manning returned to Israel, prompting an extradition battle before she could face a retrial.
It was politically difficult to enforce an extradition request at the Mannings home, because
this would have implied U.S. recognition of Israeli sovereignty in that area, and in any case
no Israeli had been extradited to the USA since 1967.35
Eventually the couple were arrested by Israeli police in March 1991 36 and in March 1994
the Israeli Supreme Court agreed Mrs Mannings extradition, but she died in prison near
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Tel Aviv a fortnight later.37 Her husband had already been extradited, and sentenced in
February 1994 to life imprisonment without any possibility of parole for 30 years.38
Meanwhile Ross had tried to avoid the retrial by fleeing to Canada, but he was caught and
returned to Los Angeles. After a second trial also ended in a deadlocked jury, he was
eventually convicted in May 1995 and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Several other JDL activists were subpoenaed in the Wilkerson case:
Earl Krugel, head of the JDL in Los Angeles County, California
his twin brother Barry Krugel
the latters wife, Leah Krugel
Bruce Derflinger, head of the JDLs Orange County, California, chapter
Steve Smason
and Louise Solomon, who was held in contempt of court after refusing to provide
fingerprints.39
Mr and Mrs Manning had also been suspected of being involved with JDL associates in
the 1985 bombing that killed Palestinian Christian activist Alex Odeh in Santa Ana,
California.

JDL activist Jay Cohen seized by the FBI on bomb charges

In 1987 JDL bomber Jay Cohen killed himself while awaiting sentence for a series of
terrorist crimes in New York.40 His co-conspirators included a 59-year-old member of the
JDLs governing board, Murray Young, who received a five year prison sentence.41 FBI
agents had seized 17 firearms (including an Uzi submachine gun) in a raid on Youngs
home, where they also discovered detailed financial and membership records of the JDL
and documentary evidence of bombings and other crimes.42
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The most infamous case of JDL terrorism involved its leader Irv Rubin and his right-hand
man Earl Krugel, who were caught red-handed planning bomb attacks against both a
mosque in Culver City, California, and the offices of Republican Congressman Darrell
Issa.43

Rubin and Krugel were arrested by the FBI in December 2001. Rubin killed himself in
prison in November 2002,44 while Krugel was sentenced to 20 years in 2005, but was
murdered by a fellow prisoner a few weeks later.45 There had been reports that Krugel
was cooperating with the authorities in an effort to reduce his sentence, in particular by
telling the FBI which JDL activists had been behind the murder of Alex Odeh in 1985. He
is believed to have named Robert Manning and two JDL members now living on the West
Bank, Keith Fuchs and Andy Green.46
The FBI and other agencies continue to monitor the JDL. In 2004 senior FBI official John
Pistole told the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States that the
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JDL was “a known violent extremist Jewish Organization.”47 A 1986 report by the U.S.
Department of Energy was even more explicit, stating that “for more than a decade, the
Jewish Defense League (JDL) has been one of the most active terrorist groups in the
United States.”48
In 2010 two French former JDL members were part of a gang who murdered a Muslim
security guard who refused to let a gang of Jewish youths into a hardware store.49
Some official sources list the JDL as a “former terrorist organisation”, as it seems to have
been in decline since Rubins death and has been affected by internal splits and legal
disputes. In December 2007 the JDO (a JDL offshoot) issued threats against the Crowne
Plaze Hotel near Washington Dulles Airport, in an attempt to halt the American
Renaissance conference scheduled for February 2008.50 JDO lobbying succeeded in
forcing cancellation of a later American Renaissance conference in 2011.51
By any standards, it is astonishing that the leader of a British nationalist political party
should associate so closely with the Jewish Defense League. If Paul Weston was acting
out of ignorance, he should educate himself before presuming to act as a political leader.
If he was acting in full knowledge of the JDLs record, then he is unfit for any association
with British nationalists.

Meir Weinstein (centre) introduces Paul Weston at the Toronto JDL meeting, 20th February 2012
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